Monday 30th November 2020
Reading
Knowledge
Task
Watch the video clip and answer your RVI questions.
Retrieval
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOsLIiBStEs
1. What colour do the little creatures appear as in the first
few seconds?
2. What does the man teach?
Vocabulary
3. ‘Gig’ in this movie means the man got the job of
performing music.
Use the word gig in a sentence of your own.
Inference
4. Why do you think the blue versions of the people not
able to smell, taste or feel anything?

Knowledge
Watch the video clip with adult.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8a7qDKL2Yc

Writing
Task
Jot down on paper -descriptive (nouns + adjectives) words
1) about how she behaves/thinks and explain why she behaves
in this manner.
Example – cruel/ casts evil spells on children

2)about what she likes/dislikes- list three items (You can make
these up)
Examples
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/character-adjectivelikes - doughnuts with jam, classical music, and forest birds.
help-mats-3007486
dislikes - children with runny noses, chicken pies and lime jelly
Maths
Knowledge
Task
LO to subtract a 2-digit number from a 3-digit number.
 Subtract the ones
 Subtract the tens
 Subtract the hundreds
 Answer
Example
387 -23 =

Topic
Activity –To build a bug hotel in your garden
Bug hotels are an essential addition to any garden, or outside spare. There will attract and house beneficial insects so that they are
available to work in the garden as biological pest control. Also, you will have a place for you to compassionately relocate garden
pests, like slugs and snails. There’s no one way to build a bug hotel, just use what you by recycling what you have in your garden or
household. Here are some pictures I’ve collected with some great examples. Don’t forget to upload your photos to class story! Be
creative!
Website to build a bug home you may find useful.
https://schoolgardening.rhs.org.uk/resources/activity/make-a-simple-bug-or-ladybird-home
You could use –
-rolled up corrugated cardboard.
- Jam jars
- tin cans.
- old fencing.

- wooden pallet.
- toilet rolls and kitchen rolls stuck together.
– broken bricks, stones and pebbles.
– rolled up newspaper

Fill them up with, newspaper rolled up into cylinder's, dead leaves, twigs, dead wood, straw, pinecones.
Use what you have lying around your home or garden!
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